PLM -"product life cycle management system", whichintegrate the person, processe, and data informationeffectively. It will be effect the whole enterprise, traverse product from concept to scrap the whole life cycle. Supporting collaboration with product research and development, management, distribution and product definition information.Its core function (such as data warehouse, content management, workflow, document management and project management and task management, etc.). With the gradualapplicationof PLM,Enterprise needs to manage the original data, such as design drawings, photographs, description, and so on. Issues found during use are as follows:
First of all, low efficiency. The efficiency that by manually build complex storage structure and large quantities of data importing into PLM is very low. Second, error-prone.In the process of artificial buildingcomplex storage structureandmass data is error-prone.And not easy to discover in time, because of the large complex structure.Third, at present,The PLM which running in our company is from PTC Windchill.The number of the tools which areintegrated with Windchill system is limited.Many design tools (such as 3 d Max, Maya, etc.)is not integrated.The project file from the design tools because of the directory structure is too complex to save.Thenon-final results files can be in PLM easily. Through this service, the process file can bulk import to PLM. In order to use in the future, such as version rollback and so on.
To solve these problems, this paper discussed" research and implementation of The service for Batch data with directory into PLM system(SBDP)".
SBDP
SBDPis a specific service for PLM. Users only need to specify the local directory and the corresponding fields in PLM system directory, the services which will create directory and copy the documents in the PLM automatically according to the local storage structure and user data document. The purpose of the service is convenient for users.The service development is divided into three parts: the user access, Information identification and data import into PLM, bulk delete.
User access
"User access "--the service will be deployed on the server-side. Bulk operations on system data, so the users must have an administrator permissions can use this service.If and only if all operations are complete, data can be read. "User access", is divided into two steps: first login user password 5th International Conference on Computer Sciences and Automation Engineering (ICCSAE 2015) authentication; Second, Windchill shell needs to authentice the organization administrator permissions and password.
Information identification and data import into PLM 2.2.1Establishstoragerules
In the process of establishing the storage rule, first,identifying storage rules, then,read the corresponding folder attribute information to generate XML data. Last,establish storage rule in the PLM. As shown in Figure 3 .
It traverses thedirectory structureby layerallthe specified locationunder thefolderto generatea recordfor eachfolder, data recording format-"# SubFolder, user, folderPath, adminDomain, parentContainerPath".Subfoldersgeneratedafter theparentrecord mustdocument in order toavoidthe system generatesstorage directory, the situation could not findthe parent folderappear. Local store directoryas follows: 
File data import
The process of file data import into the system, shown in Figure 4 . 1. Identification data file information, Data files are stored locally as shown in figure: Figure 4 Local file Recursive loop in turn all the data in the directory specified by the user are generated corresponding node data, as shown in figure: . Another point to note is that the order of the CSV file, folder handle on the back, to avoid the situation could not find the parent folder, the folder structure that you can sort out first use csv file import.
Results as shown below: Figure 7 Running on the server
3.2Rollback
For some reason, the system may be back to the state before the operation. In the case of additions and deletions permissions, can be the object of mass delete operation to Realize rollback. Distinguishing all object information specified directory circulating through the system interfaces, batch delete them. Through the client can also complete the batch delete operation. On the client side, choose to delete the directory/file, delete it. System will complete the directory together with the data files in the directory delete, achieve the goal of system rollback.
Summary
The development of PLM support services (SBDP)not only improve efficiency and reduce the chance of error. The SBDP provides convenient conditions for online sign-trial quantities of data, and management. This is a convenient conditions for the system more widespread application in the future.
